
Things rust - even in hospitals.

Corrosion of medical instruments is a known problem in hospital environments. Rust makes instruments 
brittle; jaws crack, necks break, and jaw inserts fall off. During an operation, this is a real problem as a 
broken instrument may cause severe complications during the operation. Outside the evident health risk, 
corrosion is also a resource problem. Before use, the sterilization of these instruments is usually carried out 
by exposing them to high-temperature steam. If a corroded instrument goes unnoticed, it will contaminate 
the whole batch. As instruments are inspected one by one after sterilization, the costs of a corroded batch is 
high.

The golden standard of instrument inspection is manual inspection by sight. Inspection of one instrument 
takes typically 5 minutes. However, in the case of a corroded or pitted instrument, its inspection may take up 
to 15 minutes.

A million needs.

In an average Finnish university hospital, more than a million instruments are inspected per year. All of them 
are inspected manually - and only on their visible surfaces. Hinges of clamps, inside stents and tubes or 
under jaw-inserts cannot be evaluated reliably with existing techniques. Also, due to its subjective nature, a 
visual inspection gives rise to a high number of false positives from darker passivation layer spots that form 
on aging instruments.
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More info

Corrosion detection made easy

Key benefits of our solution

• Patient Safety

• Reliability

• Speed

• Detection costs

What we need?

CEO; Funding

IPR Status

Patenting pending, PCT application accepted.

We can automate corrosion detection.

Our invention is based on electrochemical detection of corrosion products, to enable an analysis of all the 
exposed surfaces with minimal false-positive results. The method ensures the detection of corrosion 
products in instruments with complex geometries, regardless of the location of corrosion and without 
exposing the instruments to any foreign components or chemicals. By advanced signal analysis, even small 
amounts of iron oxide can be reliably detected. 

The key benefits to the customer are savings in labor costs, minimized downtime of sterilizer units, and 
generally improved patient safety.
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